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Nuwaubianism is an umbrella term for the religious doctrines, historical and scientific beliefs of the followers of Malachi Z. York. These are sometimes referred to by such terms as “Nuwaubu,” “Nuwaupu,” “Wu-Nuwaubu,” “Right Knowledge,” “Sound Right Reasoning,” “Overstanding,” and “Factology” but have had many other names through the years. The Nuwaubians originated as a Black Muslim group in New York in the 1970s, and have gone through many changes since. Eventually, the group established a headquarters in Georgia’s Putnam County in 1993. The Southern Poverty Law Center has categorized the Nuwaubians as a black supremacist hate group.
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Etymology

The term Nuwaubu derives from the Arabic word “Nubuwa” (نبوة) which means “prophethood” or “prophecy.” It also is related to the Hebrew word “Nebuwa” (נבואת), usually rendered as nevuah, which means “a prediction”, from the root “Nub” meaning to bear fruit, or make flourish. The word “Navi” (or Nab) means “Prophet” in Hebrew and is the term used in Hebrew for all of the Prophets. For example Eliyahu HaNavi (Elijah The Prophet). An even older root can be rationalized with the Sumerian word “Nabu” which defines the term “Prophet” (seen).[2]

Introduction

Nuwaubianism is an esoteric cosmology, a collection of religious teachings, a group of religious, tribal, and fraternal organizations, and a set of cultural practices that is multifaceted and ever-changing.

Nuwaubianism borrows from a wide range of sources which include Theosophy-derived New Age movements such as Astara as well as the Rosicrucians, Freemasonry, the Shriners, the Moorish Science Temple of America, the revisionist Christianity and Islam of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the numerology of Rashad Khalifa, the ancient astronaut theories of Zecharia Sitchin, the works of Richard Shaver (a proponent of the Hollow Earth theory), David Icke, the UFO mythology of reptilians and satanic sorrows, the political and legal theories of patriot mythology, modern scientific and pseudoscientific legacies like those of Area 51, the Philadelphia Experiment, Project Blue Book, Montauk Project, and MJ-12, popular conspiracy theories such as those about the Illuminati or the Bilderberg Group, and even a paperback on fortune-telling.

Journalist Adam Heimlich reviewed a number of York’s booklets in 2000 and wrote:

A partial list, from my notes, of places I’d encountered Nuwaubian notions before includes Chariots of the Gods and the Rael’s (sic) embellishments on that book, conspiracy lit, UFO lit, the human potential movement, Buddhism and new-age.
Leviathan has many aliases: Bible and certain elements of popular culture. hypnotize Black people into “spiritual ignorance and racial indifference” Nuwaubians believe that the Spell of Leviathan was cast by the devil thousands of years ago to the biblical moon, sex, and spirit — also known as “Leviathan” or “the spell of Kingu.” In Nuwaubian mythology, Much of the purpose of Nuwaubian doctrine and practice is to counteract what they call “the spell of Leviathan.”

Boys and girls whose parents were members of the Nuwaubians and for York was arrested in 2002, and was later sentenced to 135 years in prison for sexually molesting. During the 1980s York began using the phrase “I came giving you want you wanted, so that you would want what I have to give,” to explain his ever morphing and growing doctrine. In later years York dismissed bodily worship of himself in a way that was distinct from a westernized orthodox Christian standard. At this time York referred to himself as Amunubi Rahkaptah, an Egyptian/Semitic hybrid name (Amun=Faithful, Nubi=Informant, Rah=Soul, Ka=Spirit, Ptah=Opener). His follow up publication along the same line of thought was a four part series called The Nine Ball, published in 1971, that was authored by three divine incantations of York known as “Wu Nupu, Asu Nupu and Naba Nupu.” The Nine Ball’s opening slogan was “LIBERATION INFORMATION for the Woolly-Haired People called the ETHIOPIAN RACE.” It focused on cosmology with an Afrocentric slant. In later lectures York claims his initial attempts at reaching his people though this teaching failed, and so he decided to adopt a more mainstream religious form.

In 1967, York began to teach Islam under the name “Imam Isa Abdullah Ibn Abu Bakr Muhammad” and started the Ansar Pure Sufi community. This eventually progressed and integrated under morphing organizational titles into, Islam (Ansaarullah), Sufism (Sons of the Green Light) Judaism (Nubian Islamic Hebrews), Christianity (The Holy Tabernacle Ministries, The Egyptian Church of Karast), Freemasonry (The Nuwaubian Grand Lodge, The Supreme Grand Lodge, The International Supreme Council of Arab Shrinedom), Sumerian (Ancient Mystic Order of Melchizedek) and finally Egyptology (The Ancient Egyptian Order) where he began to once again refer to himself as “Amunubi Rahkaptah.” In each school York used a plethora of titles for himself, all befitting a “High Priest.”

During the 1980s York began using the phrase “I came giving you want you wanted, so that you would want what I have to give,” to explain his ever morphing and growing doctrine.

Some of York’s followers consider him to be a living god. At times he has encouraged this interpretation, and at other times, York has suggested that he is merely channeling the divine through various personalities. He has also identified himself as Al-Khidr (“the green one”) and as Melchizedek (who York says is also the archangel Michael). In later years York dismissed bodily worship of himself in a preface that was published within all of his books:

I am not the Lord Adonai, Jesus Messiah “The Christ”; nor am I a holy man, nor a preacher. I am a Master Teacher, a guide.

Nuwaubians also may view themselves as gods, using such sources as the Bible and Torah to validate their claims. Nuwaubians do not see the use of the word “god” as just referring to a universal creator, but also a title that one receives upon reaching a state of perfection or absolute power.

York was arrested in 2002, and was later sentenced to 135 years in prison for sexually molesting boys and girls whose parents were members of the Nuwaubians and for RICO violations. His followers continue to disseminate his teachings as he continues to develop them from behind bars.

“The spell of Leviathan”

Much of the purpose of Nuwaubian doctrine and practice is to counteract what they call “the spell of Leviathan” or “the spell of Kingu.” In Nuwaubian mythology, Leviathan is a god associated with the moon, sex, and spirit — also known as Lucifer, Sin, Set, Thoth, Siva, Hermes, Jehovah, Poseidon and the biblical serpent. Nuwaubians believe that the Spell of Leviathan was cast by the devil thousands of years ago to hypnotize Black people into “spiritual ignorance and racial indifference” through such media as the Bible and certain elements of popular culture.

Leviathan has many aliases:

Sam is short for one of his titles, SamaEl meaning “poison those of El.” He knows his name. He calls himself Uncle Sam or Dr. Seuss (Zues) with his famous statement, “Sam I Am, I Am Sam.” This is what they teach the children; not ours however, for they will get right knowledge.
“Right Racism”
Some of the Nuwaubian racial doctrine borrows from Moorish Science and the Nation of Islam. York’s racial philosophy explicitly indicates that certain blacks – “Nubians” or “Melanites” – are of a superior race in fact as well as in descent.

Periodically Nuwaubians will claim not to belong to a racist belief system, for instance quoting York’s statement: “We accept as fact that no one race of people is better than the other. In fact no one wins the race in racism.”[17] However, other statements from York and his followers indicate that his philosophy does ascribe moral characteristics based on race. For instance, in one lecture York said: “White people are the devil. They say the Nuwaubians are not racist — bullcrap! I am. He might not be; that’s his prerogative. I am. White people are devils — always was, always will be.”[18]

THE RACES AND THEIR ORIGINS

We must realize that when a people is trying to make themselves look bigger than others, they may take the main characters and heroes of a false or true story in religion and/or mythology and build their own story around the heroes and characters, and this means that the story may be greatly changed to suit the purpose of those rewriting it.
—Rakhptah, Amunubi (Malachi York), Bible Interpretations and Explanations booklet one (1967), p. 22

While race is a centrally important concept in Nuwaubian thought, York’s teachings include many different racial origin myths that are difficult to reconcile. One version has the “Mongoloid” and “Caucasoid” races descending as inferior mutant versions of the original “Negroes”, with the Caucasians suffering from genetic albinism as evidence that they are at “the end of their genes.”[19]

However, most whites are said to not really be Caucasian, but Negroid Mulatos or “coloreds”; it is only those with blond hair and blue eyes who are Aryan Caucasians.[20] White people (sometimes also referred to as “Amorites,” “Hykeos,” “Canaanites,” “Tamahu,” or “Mankind”) are said in one Nuwaubian myth to have been originally created as a race of killers to serve blacks as a slave army, but this plan went awry:

The Caucasian has not been chosen to lead the world. They lack true emotions in their creation. We never intended them to be peaceful. They were bred to be killers, with low reproduction levels and a short life span. What you call Negroid was to live 1,000 years each and the other humans 120 years. But the warrior seed of Caucasians only 60 years. They were only created to fight other invading races, to protect the God race Negroids. But they went insane, lost control when they were left unattended. They were never to taste blood. They did, and their true nature came out. …Because their reproduction levels were cut short, their sexual organs were made the smallest so that the female of their race will want to breed with Negroids to breed themselves out of existence after 6,000 years. It took 600 years to breed them, part man and part beast.[21]

Nubians are said to be only accidentally a “brown” race – they have rusted in Earth’s atmosphere from their original green color because the magnesium in their melanin has been replaced by iron. The original, supreme, “Ether 9 beings” in Nuwaubian mythology were also green because of chlorophyll in their skin.[22]

Some human varieties are explained by variations in extraterrestrial descent. Morbidly obese people, for instance, may be descended from the grotesque and elephant-nosed Deros (see also: Richard Sharpe Shaver, people with Down’s Syndrome may be descended from the 48-chromosomed Teros. (Some Teros are said to live underground on Earth today, with some resembling humans so much that they can come to the surface and mingle with us without being noticed.)[23]

Another Nuwaubian explanation of racial difference has various human types evolving from various primate species, with some Caucasians deriving from cross-breeding the baboon and orangutan, Pygmys from the chimpanzee and gibbon, and so forth.[24]

Other Nuwaubian explanations of racial differences draw on the Hebrew creation myths from Genesis: “Nubians are Hamites through the sons of Ham and Mizraim (Genesis 10:6). The paleman is a Hamite through Ham’s fourth son, Libana (Canaan) whose descendants inherited his curse of leprosy (Genesis 10:15-18).”[25] (See also: Sons of Noah: Theories regarding racial classifications)

Another explanation has Caucasians descended from Cain: “Adam and Eve were sent to the Aegean Islands between Asia and Europe, where they started having children, and each couple’s first born child was an Albino and those Albinos are called Cain in the Bible, and Cain is short for Caucasian.”[citation needed] (See also: Curse and mark of Cain: Interpretations based on race)

The pale man originated from the Caucasus mountains, where there was very little plant life and not much means for salt. This condition forced him to rob the Nubian female of her chastity in order to keep his seed alive, it’s called integration. The Caucasian woman who was left in the mountains, resorted to lying with and having sex with beasts: such as the jackal, which is an ancestor of today’s dog. The phrase “dog is man’s best friend” came from this situation. The dog would lick the festered sores of the leper and clean them for him. His seed was kept alive because the Caucasian woman and the jackal mated. This is where you get people who possess an animalistic nature.[26]

Nuwaubians believe that miscegenation is causing a new race to develop, the “Neutranoids,” who are of no discernible distinct race and are being encouraged and exploited by sinister forces who are against “right racism” and humanity’s natural diversity.[27]
THE CODE OF THE RACES

In Nuwaubian doctrine, there is a moral law that people are required to respect each other, and also a moral law that races are required to respect each other. The “Code of Races” requires that a person not do something wrong to another person because they are of a different race (“unless justice requires it”), and also requires that people be loyal to their own race.

During a 6,000 year “moon cycle,” people are said to be freed to violate these moral laws — but the consequences of this are not avoided but only deferred, and may fall upon the children of the wrong-doer, or their children. We are said to be currently at the end of this cycle and the guilty people and guilty races are due to meet their just punishment in an Armageddon in which only the innocent will survive.

THE ESSENCE OF THE RACES

York once explained the “Tamahus” (whites) this way: “[They] have an unlit solar plexus sun, they only have a moon or lunar plexus. It reflects your sun light as they take your soul (sun).” White people with their “thin yellow or opaque hair” reflect the sun, and so “the sun’s energy can’t keep them charged with sol (soul).”

The Tam’a-hu’s Time Is Over And They Are Falling Out Daily Because They Are Not Sun People. They Are Moon People, And The Moon Cycle Is Over. They Are Dying Of Cancer And Diseases Caused By The Intense Heat And Rays Of The Sun’s Ultraviolet Rays That’s Depleting The Ozone Layer. The Luciferian Which Means “Light Bearer” Is Using His Same Tactic Of Depleting The Ozone Layer On This Planet Like He Did On Rizq.

Furthermore:

The Caucasoids Has Thinner Skin Than You, Thinner Flank Hair, Lighter Eyes, With No Soul. The Caucasian Try To Claim That The Only Difference Between A White Man And A Black Man Is The Skin Color. However, The DNA Analysis Which Is Under Your Black Or White Skin, Determines That Under The Skin, The Whole Structure Of These Two Races Are Totally Different. The Caucasian Breath Differently Than The Negroids Do. We As Negroid, Breath In Thru Our Nose, While The Caucasoids Breathe Mostly In Their Mouth. The Caucasoids Are Trying To Intake Your Breath That You Breath Out, Because They Need It To Keep Their Pilot—Lunar Plexus Lit Inside To Try And Re-light Their Central Light. That’s Why Those That Hang Around, Live With Or Marry Blacks, Change, Act And Think Like Blacks. Other Caucasoids Walk Stiff, While Negroids Walk With Soul And Life. The Caucasian Breed In Litters Like Animals, 6 Or 7 At A Time, While Negroids Give Birth To 1 Or 2 Babies At A Time. Their Hair Grows Lank And Lifeless Towards The Ground, While Our Hair Grows Up, And Is Full Of Energy Toward The Sun. We As Negroids Are Physically, Mentally, And Spiritually Different Than The Caucasoids.

Cosmology: Illyuwn and Rizq

York has claimed to be an extraterrestrial master teacher from the planet Rizq. York wrote, “We have been coming to this planet before it had your life form on it…. My incarnation as an Ilah Mutajassid or Avatara was originally in the year 1945 A.D. In order to get here I traveled by one of the smaller passenger crafts called SHAM out of a Motherplane called MERKABAH or NIBIRU. This version of York came to Earth on 16 March 1970. (Comet Bennett, which was visible on that date, is said to have really been York’s spacecraft).

York taught that the Motherplane/NIBIRU would launch the Crystal City or New Jerusalem (see: Book of Revelation 21:2) to our solar system from its position in Orion. A 40-year process of taking the 144,000 Chosen Few (see: Book of Revelation 14:1) — 12,000 each from the Twelve Tribes of Israel — into the Planet Craft NIBIRU began on 12 August 2003 and will end on 12 August 2043.

These Chosen Few will be groomed for 1,000 years and returned to Earth for the final battle against the Luciferians and also to redeem man from the 6,000 year rulership of theDevil and his seed. Though August 12, 2003, the beginning of this process, passed without incident, it has been taught that the August 14, 2003 blackout of the Eastern United States and Canada marked the beginning of this Rapture-like event. The superficial similarity of these beliefs to those of theHeaven’s Gate cult led to some worried newspaper articles after that cult’s mass suicide during the appearance of Comet Hale-Bopp in 1997, in which the cult was reported to have said that a spacecraft was following the comet.

York told his followers that in 1952, grotesque extraterrestrial Andromedeans that resembled the Predator met with and frightened U.S. President Harry S. Truman. Other extraterrestrials have...
Currently, there are said to be over 70 different species of “Grey” and 16 different species of “Reptilians” on Earth. Human \textit{twinus} are said to go through Reptilian and Grey stages during their development (and if they are born prematurely, they will remain Reptilians or Greys). Examples of movies with such encoded content about the reality of aliens among us are those in the \textit{Star Wars} series:

- \textit{Yoda} is short for \textit{Judah}. Freemasons are inspired by one entity and that is a grey, by the name of Yoda. Yoda guides \textit{Freemasonry} back to Judah, with the ancient \textit{Israel} masonry. The British “Covenant Of Man” symbolizes the empire striking back. America is the empire fighting to overthrow Europe… The word Yoda is not an English word as you have been led to believe. Its root word yawdaw appears 111 times in the \textit{Old Testament}, means “to give thanks or praise, throw down, cast, shoot.” The word Yedah meaning, to “to praise, give thanks” stems from the root word Yawdaw and appears only two times in the \textit{Old Testament} (\textit{Daniel} 2:23, Daniel 6:10). Not to mention the fact Yoda played in \textit{[the film] Return of the Jedi}, and the word \textit{jedi} is the same as \textit{yeti}, it’s just a matter of a letter, it’s really the same word. Yeti is the name of \textit{Sasquatch (Bigfoot)}, also called Seti which is equivalent to the Extraterrestrials called the \textit{Serians}.

Other Nuwaubian teachings

- \textit{Saturn} is not actually a planet, but a \textit{gaseous} ball adjacent to \textit{Titan}, one of \textit{Saturn’s moons} which the Nuwaubians regard as a planet. The head and hat of \textit{Santa Claus} are symbolic representations of Saturn, Titan, and \textit{Saturn’s rings}.\[38\]
- \textit{Thomas Paine} plagiarized the \textit{U.S. Constitution} from the unwritten Constitution of the \textit{Iroquois}.\[40\]
- The \textit{Pyramids of Egypt} are, among other things, \textit{electromagnetic antennas} that create standing columnar waves of \textit{tachyon} energy to prevent the wobbling of the Earth.\[41\]
- “The \textit{Koran} called the Holy Qur’aan or the glorious Qur’aaan as held in the hands of \textit{Muslims} today is a product of \textit{Jewish} scholars and the \textit{Catholic Church}’s branch of the \textit{Jesuit} priest under \textit{Pope Augustine}.\[43\]
- “[A]ll courtrooms in America today are commercial marketplaces dealing in matters bearing exclusively upon private, commercial scrip known as \textit{Federal Reserve Note}s. Today’s courtrooms are impersonal businesses under jurisdiction of a foreign, occupying, military power that are managed from the bench (from the Italian \textit{banca:bank}) by merchant bankers called ‘judges’ and ‘magistrates’ who enforce private, copyrighted, corporate policy (known as code) wholly owned by \textit{British} corporations.\[45\]
- The \textit{Earth} is hollow and contains cities populated by different species of people, such as the \textit{Omphros}, the \textit{T eros}, the \textit{Flueloids}, the \textit{Duwanis}, the \textit{Dunkali}, and the \textit{Anunnapi}. The legends of the \textit{Sumerians}, \textit{Ancient Egyptians}, \textit{Aztecs}, \textit{Olmecs}, \textit{Mayans}, \textit{Hopi}, and \textit{Hindus} speak of these things (for instance, the story of the river \textit{Styx}). Many of the chambers of the \textit{Egyptian} pyramids lead to this subterranean world.\[47\]

Human origins

- Everyone is originally conceived as \textit{twins}, but usually only one of the twins survives to be born.\[49\]
- It is important to bury the \textit{afterbirth} so that Satan does not use it to make a duplicate of the recently-born \textit{child}.\[50\]
- Furthermore, some aborted fetuses survive their abortion to live in the sewers, where they are being gathered and organized to take over the world.\[51\]
- People were once perfectly \textit{symmetrical} and \textit{ambidextrous}, but then a \textit{meteors} struck Earth and tilted its axis causing handedness and shifting the heart off-center in the \textit{chest}.\[52\]
- \textit{Reincarnation} has a physical as well as spiritual aspect:

  The physical body, when one dies, \textit{recycles} from the ground in which it’s planted, it then penetrates into the \textit{atmosphere} as \textit{dust} particles and are breathed into the \textit{nostrils} of human beings where they are recycled by triggering \textit{nerves} in the \textit{sinus cavity}. This sinus cavity works like a \textit{kidney} to sift out the unneeded particles and relates the chemical composure \textit{sic} of that which is needed into the mother’s blood stream and the human flesh is reanimated and this is the process by which a child is given form or flesh in the Mother’s womb.\[53\]

- Each of us has \textit{seven clones}:

  Clones are in tune with each other unconsciously and linked ethereally, which means anything that happens to you the cloned counterparts of you feels also. For instance you may feel a sharp pain, for no apparent reason like your hand may feel like it has been cut and that is because your clones hand may have been. You can have an emotional break down out of the “clear blue sky” because one of your counterparts did. For instance me, I have had smoke come out of my mouth, it was a strange tobacco, for no apparent reason. It turned out my duplicate in \textit{Tibet} smokes and the smoke came through me. I do not smoke anything.\[54\]

- Women existed for many generations before they invented men through genetic manipulation.\[55\]

  \textit{The great pharmacist and chemist \textit{Nergal} Shar’etsar Ruler of the Underworld,} was
Homo sapiens is the result of cloning experiments that were done on Mars using Homo erectus. When Adam was a child of two years of age, three years of real time, the scientist Nergal went into his bone marrow to take blood to mix it in to create Eve, which was then implanted into the womb of Anath, Mother of Eve. This bone marrow is what religious scholars say is the rib (tsala') in the Bible. [53]

“When the Earth shifts, babies will stop being born and that day will come soon. Babies are not really being born anymore. They are being cloned.” [46]

Edward Leedskalnin and Nikola Tesla were Venusians. [54]

Animal origins
- Birds evolved from fish, not from reptiles. [55]
- Some species of dinosaur, for instance the Tyrannosaurus Rex, evolved from extra-terrestrial prey. [65]
- The pig was created by Imhotep and Zoser during the time of Abraham, by grafting cells from the dog, cat and rat together, and was designed to help dispose of leprous corpses. [57]

Anti-Nubian conspiracies
- “Have you ever wondered why for the simplest blood tests your doctor needs 4 tubes of blood? Where is all this blood going? The albino man’s ‘blood bank’ is just a sophisticated way of getting all the blood he needs! It is still a form of vampirism.” [46]
- Alcoholic beverages are made cheaply available to Nubians by the powers that be in order to preserve their blood and organs better “(just like they preserve organs in jars in laboratories)” for later extraction. [59]
- Disco was created by the devil to win the souls of the Nubians: “The evil one knows that he can control the music world as long as his agents are within the A & R (Artists and Repertoire, who are responsible for choosing who makes it in the music world) of the well known companies. He cannot evaluate Latin or Black music because he (the evil one) has no soul. He only duplicates it... He had to come up with something to win our souls through his means, and he did it with disco.” [60]
- There is an underground road connecting New York and London. Furthermore, Alternative 3 is a fact, and Mars is being prepared for the evacuation of Earth’s intellectual and political elite. [61]
- “[P]eople like the Pope, and Queen of England and various political leaders of various countries and some members of the clergy gather at the major Sabbats to invoke the malevolent one. On each of these occasions a Nubian man is sacrificed.” [46]
- The Illuminati have nurtured a child, Satan’s son, who was born on 6 June 1966 at the Dakota House on 72nd Street in New York to Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis of the Rothschild/Kennedy families. The Pope was present at the birth and performed necromantic ceremonies. The child was raised by former U.S. president Richard Nixon and now lives in Belgium, where it is hooked up bodily to a computer called “The Beast 3M” or “3666.” [36]

The barathary gland
See barathary gland for a discussion of the role this brain gland plays in Nuwaubian doctrine.

Time and dimensions
According to York, just as with our missing barathary glands we have lost our ability to sense many things, our relationship to time has also degraded and restricted our ability to see certain dimensions:

The time and space relationship is linked to the human and Earth’s bio-rhythms, and that determines how many dimensions for a world, which in your case is a third-dimension reality, are up for grabs. This is dealing with the extra space we have in our time. Let me explain. The clocks on Earth used to have a “tick” and a “tock.” Now there is only the “tick.” So time has been changed, and that missing “tock” is up for grabs that can be utilized by extraterrestrial beings who overstand this “altered time,” and they can come in and out of this dimension at will. [46]

Sound Right Reasoning

Politics
York has been quoted by his followers as saying that he is a Republican and so Nuwaubians are encouraged to vote Republican.

In 2001, the Nuwaubians put up their own (Republican) candidates for public office (in Putnam County, Georgia) — including sheriff. Prior to the primary, the county Board of Registrars declared 196 Nuwaubians ineligible to vote because they had not established residence in the county. [46]

Official recognition
In 2000, Bob Young, the mayor of Augusta, Georgia, issued a proclamation to celebrate a Nuwaubian parade that read in part, [46]

WHEREAS, The Black race’s greatness has been accepted in America and many books as people of Timbuktu Africa or the Olmecians from Uganda, Africa who
Adam Heimlich, in the Nuwaubian influence on musical culture not an indication of the instability of the Nuwaubian doctrine. clothing-related taboos and requirements changed so radically throughout the years, and why this is "The Ourstory (history) of the Holy Tabernacle Ministries!"

Costumes of Nuwaubian-related Groups

"The Ourstory (history) of the Holy Tabernacle Ministries[71] is mostly an explanation for why York's clothing-related taboos and requirements changed so radically throughout the years, and why this is not an indication of the instability of the Nuwaubian doctrine.

...in nineteen sixty and seven A. D... [our official garb at this time was a black tunic, we called a budlah and black loose fitting pants, with a tarbush and shoes which became known as Romeos.... Then the dress changed to African robes and the people, we called ourselves Nubians.

In nineteen sixty and nine A. D... the dress changed to a more elaborate style of dashiki, a black fed and a small bone in the left ear for those who wished to wear it and a ring in the right nostril.

We donned black tarbushes and our symbol was simply a crescent, a six-pointed star and an ank... At this point we were wearing what had been established as the international garb of the Ansaau Allah Community, which consisted of the thawb, dress and khimar, face veil for the female. This face veil which was not apart of the Sudanese original dress was introduced by the women of the community who mostly left immediately after and went back to wearing western attire leaving the devoted women behind veiled. I told them the day would come when his veil would have to be removed while living in the West, and it has. And the jallaabiya, a long white garment and bantaloum, loose fitting pants and immah, head covering for the male with an azzaba.

Then on into adulthood, our code of dress changed from time to time, to suit the time we were in. Our garb had mutated again in the year nineteen ninety and two A. D., to the kathnuwth, tunic and bantaloum, loose fitting pants with a sash around the waist in various colors for the male, and the budlah nubi of the female which also consists of a tunic and bantaloum and a shawl as a head covering of many colors.

The dress then changed to western attire in order to get everybody away from doing their own thing; those that truly followed the Lamb wherever he may lead them, trusted in him and wore western clothes and even listen to country western music...

Now you are ready to move on toward the next level, and ready to accept what I was giving you originally.... So we are at the beginning again with Sulf and fezes.

Nuwaubian influence on musical culture

Adam Heimlich, in the New York Press, noted the effect of Nuwaubian teachings on hip hop:

By the time hip hop started taking off, Dr. York was already a prominent teacher of alternative black cultural knowledge, working extensively with young people. He was also an active musician and producer (played disco/f&b), with knowledge of the industry and access to studio equipment.

Doug E. Fresh and Afrika Bambaataa were among the old-schoolers who benefited from Doc's guidance, according to the teacher's adopted son, Tariq L., of the Atlanta-based duo the Hemisphere... "I just happen to be Nuwaubian," says Tariq. "It's not like I'm telling the world, "You got to be one."

That attitude is common among Nuwaubians in hiphop. So the teachings are a lot less prominent in rap lyrics than, say, Five Percent Nation lessons, which tend more toward the directive... Posdruco from De La Soul, has been down with the Nuwaubians for years, but his rhymes lend De La fans nary a clue. Proday from Mobb Deep, among the most respected of active rhyme writers (sure to be published in The New Yorker as soon as its editors drop their bias against verse about why one shouldn't step to the poet), revealed in a chat last summer that he adopted a strict vegan diet on advice culled from Dr. York's books, which he recommended to a fan with questions about nutrition. MF Doom's Operation: Doomsday, has on its back cover a photo of the artist and his late brother and KMD partner, Subroc, at the upstate New York Nuwaubian facility. It is not labeled as such.[4]
Nuwaubians in indie hip hop have developed a style they call Nu-wop, such as Daddi Kwesh, Twintiy, Nefu Amun Hotep, Ra Serch, 9thScientist, Scienc Of Life, Ntelek, Toledo's rapper/ producer Nynjetjer and The Lost Children Of Babylon to name a few. A report on the hip-hop group Lost Children Of Babylon says:

Together, they made an album rife with quotes from The Matrix and rhymes about ancient Egypt, outer space and chromosomes, all laid over futuristic/space beats that seem transplanted from other worlds. It's really much more than a musical creation; it represents a new, somewhat complicated religion called Nuwaubu (new-ah-boo).

“You can dance to our music,” Rasul [Allah: The Face of the Golden Falcon] explains of the group’s aim, “but it's strictly to stimulate certain latent forces inside your chromosomes.”

On Where Light’s “Swords of Malachai,” Rasul lets loose: “When my tongue swings in the form of a double-edged sword, it brings forth Nuwaubu, which is right Knowledge, wisdom and understanding.”[73]

Some other Nuwaubian artists that have more commercial success in the mid-90s include De Rush Babees and the Reggae group Born Americans. Other musical performers said by the Nuwaubians to have studied Nuwaub at one point or another include Erykah Badu (who in turn introduced it to Andre 3000), who in turn introduced it to OutKast partner Big Bo and Khjoo Goodie of the Goodie Mob, Common, Infinito 2017, Nas, Prodigy of Mobb Deep, Lisa “Left-Eye” Lopes, India Arie and Music. The latter spent his early adolescence in the Putnam County area, and pictures of York can be seen pinned to his jacket in the video for his 2002 single “don’tchange”.

In an article for Honor Nation,[74] A. L. JakaReum speculated that the controversialNative American kitchen costumes and props from OutKast’s 2004 Grammy Awards performance were inspired by the Nuwaubian belief that the original Native Americans were Moors who came to America over a land bridge from Africa.

The actor Wesley Snipes has apparent links to this sect.[75]

Notes
1. ^ SPLCenter.org: Black Supremacists
2. ^ SPLCenter.org: Black Supremacists
5. ^ e.g., the Secret and Sacred Ritual of the Ancient Egyptian Ordener describes York as the “Supreme Grand Hierophant Who Is His Own Father And Mother. He Comes Forth By Day, Known As S.G.H. Amnunnubi Raakptah Or Atum-Re, 720”; Keeper Of The Lost And Sacred Word And Its Tones, Symbolized By The Missing Part Of Osiris' Body Needed For New Life, Who Is Tehuti Of Whom It Is Said, Death Has Forgotten Him.”
6. ^ e.g. York, Malachi Z. [Man From Planet Rizq] (Study Book One: Supreme Mathematics Class A For The Students Of The Holy Tabernacle), page 29[11] — “I am what you call an angelic being. An Eloheem from... the nineteenth galaxy called ‘ILLYUWN’ originally referred to as heaven known as Elysium in Greek…. I have incarnated here in this form to act as a human being for the sole purpose of saving The Children Of The ELOHEEM... the chosen... Just as many of 2,000 years ago was chosen by the MOST HIGH, ANU... to breed the holy thing called Yashu’a or Jesus... So too The Banaat will breed the Savior of this day and time; I YAANUWN, have come to save the children of the ELOHEEM (ANNUAQL) from being killed as you bring your planet near to what could be its total destruction.”
7. ^ York, Malachi Z. Man From Planet Rizq (Study Book One: Supreme Mathematics Class A For The Students Of The Holy Tabernacle) pp. 28-29[12] — “I don’t sit around and make these things up. These are distinct personalities of people or beings. Who have lived in the past or in other galaxies inter-dimensional at this time called ‘NOW’ who incarnated into me and they relay their messages through me to you. That is what makes me different from most people. I Am Not A Religious Man. I Am Just A Teacher…. ¶ I possessed a number of eight distinctive personalities, There are others. Each one of them represents a certain amount of information that must be conveyed in these last days and times. Some of their jobs are finished, I don’t hear them anymore. Some of them represents spirituality. Some of them are healers, historians, Great men and some of them accompanied great men or are Extra-Terrestrial beings. Ottentimes people have misinterpreted my characters by this and have made up their own interpretations of who they thought I was.”
8. ^ e.g. The Essene Degrees AMOM: Lesson 1, Study 4 page 2, where he writes “I, Melchizedek Who Is El Khrdr, Am Your Spiritual Guide, and I Am Here To Guide You Back To Your Lineage.”
11. ^ York-El, M.Z. Is There Life After Death?
12. ^ Malachi York-El
15. ^ York-El, M.Z. The Bride of Christ— “These so-called holy books [Bible and Koran] that you hold in your hand today, were plagiarized and taken from ancient tablets such as the Enuma Elish (which can be found in The Holy Tablets), as a guide for you by Tammuz, one of the Eloheem (Elo-Heem, Aramic/Hebrew—these beings) assigned to you. ¶ Originally, the Torah was produced. Then humans came up with the New Testament, subsequently, the Koran. Each
The true ‘nectar of the gods’ which Extraterrestrials seem to prize is a substance that is taken
from freshly killed humans. … the strong surge of adrenaline [that] accumulates at the base of the
brain (the brain stem) … [Some] Extraterrestrials thrive on this substance as though it were some
intoxicants, sugar, coffee, chocolate and prefer the pure essence without toxins. So those
child-eyed, brown-haired, grey-eyed and many others. While on the other hand, certain beings used
the species known as the Baboon (part of the hyena, jackal and monkey) together with Orangutans for
breeding. This resulted in your human descendants stalk schools and shoot innocent people. Also they drag people from the
back of trucks. … Among the different species of Apeman you have the black-haired Lar. This is
where you get the word ‘lord,’ or master from. The Lares, plural for Lar, were recognized for their
intelligence. These Lares were the head monkeys or spiritual monkeys, well known. This is where
the word ‘monks’ comes from. Certain beings used the species known as the Baboon (part
hyena, jackal and monkey) together with Orangutans for breeding. This resulted in your
Chimpanzee and Gibbon evolved into Humins, and they became your Nubuns, the original
Negroid race. They are the coloreds.”
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Is God An Extraterrestrial?

What Race Was Jesus?

Are There (UFO’s) Extraterrestrials In Your Midst?

The Spell Of Leviathan 666 [The Spell Of Kingu]

Extraterrestrial Amongst Us” 1996 Nuwaubian Calendar[21]
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York, Malachi Z. Is God an Extraterrestrial?[31] — “Extraterrestrial beings do not like the effects
of intoxicants, sugar, coffee, chocolate and prefer the pure essence without toxins. So those
E.T.s that eat people really prefer children as opposed to adults. This should make you stop and
think, where are all those missing ‘children’ that appear on milk cartons?”
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Scroll #360[37] — “The true ‘nectar of the gods’ which Extraterrestrials seem to prize is a substance that is taken
from freshly killed humans…. the strong surge of adrenaline [that] accumulates at the base of the
brain (the brain stem) … [Some] Extraterrestrials thrive on this substance as though it were some
kind of ultimate drug for their particular species. This substance is most potent in human
children.”
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Scroll #140 The Holy Tabernacle Ministries Of The World[23]

York, Malachi Z. Questions and Answers / Debates and Discussion Scroll #140 The Holy

York, Malachi Z., Is Adam Black or White?[17] — “There is no longer a question of which
race was on the planet first. All are in agreement that Negroes are the oldest race on the planet
with five fingers and five toes, having wooly lamb’s hair, also melanin, and that all others —
Monteuse and Caucasoid come out of the original Negroid gene. They are not our children; we are
their parents and that’s why it hurt so much when we found out that they were evil continually (Genesis 6:5). The last string of a defected [sic] gene is the albino as they have recently found the
albino gorilla, alligator, buffalo, snake, and many other creatures who have reached the end of
their genes. So it is with the human race and the albino of the human race because the
Caucasians are at the last strand of their genes, who have no place in history”

York, Malachi Z. “Extra-Terra-Astrals in our Midst”[41] and First Language[16]

Are Nuwaubians Racist?[18] — “This is your message Najwa and Davina, Kirsten” (letter) 10 November 2004
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Kingu) and First Language[16]
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也让’re the coloreds.” See also Amunnubi Raakhptah’s 9 Principles in the Human Being where he writes (p. 33): “The First Thing That All Nubuns Or Their Offspring Nubian Must Know Is That The Caucasoids Did
Not And Still Don’t Produce Any Data On Negroids. Nothing You Read About In The Medical Field Applied To Negroids. It All Pertains To The Chemical Make Up Of The Caucasoid Bodies. Nothing In The Mental Field Of The Psychiatrist Pertains To The Negroids. The Caucasoids Cannot Evaluate Our Mental Stability, Or Try To Decipher Why We Do What We Do Because We Do Not Think Or Feel The Way They Do. Nor Do The Caucasoids Know Anything About Us Spiritually. The Caucasoids Are Carnivorous Mammals, Who Are Flesh Eating Killers By Nature. Mongoloids And Others Are Human, Also Mammals Because They Are Mixed. Some Are Carnivores And Some Are Herbivores By Nature. And We Are Deities, Herbivores By Nature Who Are Their Mothers And Fathers. The Caucasoid Were All Grafted From Us, And Mixed With Other Beast To Make Their Beast Like Nature.”
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The Melaninist Children[25] (see also York, Malachi Z. The Dog[26])

York, Malachi Z. Is God An Extraterrestrial?[27]

York, Malachi Z. Bible Interpretations and Explanations

Raakhptah, Amunnubi 9 Principles in the Human Being p. 2

Raakhptah, Amunnubi 9 Principles in the Human Being p. 34

York, Malachi Z. The Man From Planet Rizq Scroll #80[28]


Nuwaubian Moors Newsletter 28 September 1997 [9] — “Most of the so-called Europeans of
today are not really Caucasians. They are Mulattos. The pure Caucasian stock are those people
with blond hair and blue eyes. If you were to snatch the hood off most K.K.K., you would not find
blond haired, blue eyed Aryans (nobles). You would find dark haired, dark eyed mulattos, who
think that they are white. Most skinheads do not have blond hair and blue eyes, nor did the
German Chancellor Adolf Hitler [sic]. Unbeknown to them, they are a part of the Negroid race.

York, Malachi Z. ‘Black or White?’[17]

York, Malachi Z. Were Adam Black or White?

York, Malachi Z. “Is God An Extraterrestrial?”

York, Malachi Z. What Race Was Jesus?[24]

York, Malachi Z. Is God An Extraterrestrial?[31] — “Extraterrestrial beings do not like the effects
of intoxicants, sugar, coffee, chocolate and prefer the pure essence without toxins. So those
E.T.s that eat people really prefer children as opposed to adults. This should make you stop and
think, where are all those missing ‘children’ that appear on milk cartons?”

see also York, Malachi Z. El Ishtakhlaag: The Creation Tablet 9 (p. 95-98)

York, Malachi Z. Are There (UFO’s) Extraterrestrials In Your Midst? Scroll #84[32] — “The true ‘nectar of the gods’ which Extraterrestrials seem to prize is a substance that is taken
from freshly killed humans…. the strong surge of adrenaline [that] accumulates at the base of the
brain (the brain stem) … [Some] Extraterrestrials thrive on this substance as though it were some
kind of ultimate drug for their particular species. This substance is most potent in human
children.”

York, Malachi Z. Are Adam Black or White?

York, Malachi Z. “Is God An Extraterrestrial?”

York, Malachi Z. Are There (UFO’s) Extraterrestrials In Your Midst? Scroll #84[32] — “The true ‘nectar of the gods’ which Extraterrestrials seem to prize is a substance that is taken
from freshly killed humans…. the strong surge of adrenaline [that] accumulates at the base of the
brain (the brain stem) … [Some] Extraterrestrials thrive on this substance as though it were some
kind of ultimate drug for their particular species. This substance is most potent in human
children.”
Some Nuwaubian groups

- Malachi Z. York is Innocent
- The 9 Mind Committee
- Al Mahdi Shrine
- All Eyes on Egipt
- All Eyes on Egipt Bookstore (Athens, GA)
- The Amen Institute
- The Ancient Anunnaki
- The Ancient Mystic Order of Melchizedek
- Ansaar Pure Sufi
- The Ancient Egyptian Order
- The Egyptian Church of Karast (Christ)
- Get From Behind the 9-Ball
- Get Informed and Get Informed, International
- Holy Seed Baptist Synagogue
- The Holy Tabernacle Ministries
- Holy Tabernacle of the Most High
- Jazzir Abba
- The Lost Children of Babylon
- The Medical Association of America
- The Nubian Hebrew Mission
- Nubian Islamic Hebrews
- Nuwaubian Administration of International Affairs
- Nuwaubian Order of Eastern Star
- The Nuwaubian Supreme Grand Lodge
Nuwaubian Committee For Self Determination
NuWorldOrder
Sons of the Green Light
Tel-Tru-Vision
United Nuwaubian Nation [of Moors]
West African and African American Educational Endowment and Humanitarian Foundation, Inc.
Yamassee Native American Moors of the Creek Nation

See also
- Tama-Re — the flamboyantly-arrayed Egyptian-styled Nuwaubian compound in Georgia.
- Nuwaubic — the alphabet and language invented by the Nuwaubians.
- Yamassee — A Nuwaubianist group led by Derrick “Black Hawk” Sanders
- Universal Zulu Nation — a group which evolved from a reformed street gang to an “international hip hop awareness” group under the guidance of founder Afrika Bambaataa, incorporates many of the Nuwaubian teachings into their doctrines. York’s scrolls were made available to the Zulu Nation members, and the group can be considered an associate organization.
- Black supremacy

Additional information
- A Visit to Tama-Re New York Press by Adam Heimlich 8 November 2000
- Nuwaubian Nightmare Washington Times by Robert Stacy McCain 2 June 2002
- The United Nuwaubian Nation Of Moors Another UNNM web site
- Isa Muhammad’s Paleman — Donna Kossy investigates York’s racial theories
- Rebuttal to the Slanders: The truth about the Ansaarullah community in America by Dr. York.
- Factology.com: A Nuwaubian doctrine and history resource
- Cult Fighting in Middle Georgia by Susan Palmer
- Legacy of the Black Thunderbird — A mythic version of the story of York’s arrest and prophesied release
- The story of Muhammad, by Dr. York — includes chapter 19 of the Holy Tablets
- English, the language of confusion — Nuwaubian comparative linguistics
- Right Rhyming — concerns a Nuwaubian rap group from Philadelphia
- Soul Mates Worldwide — a Nuwaubian dating service
- El Istakhlaag — A Nuwaubian creation myth
- Overstanding Nuwaubianism - A closer look at the “facts” behind Factology and what it all might mean
- Gabriel, Theodore “The United Nuwaubian Nation of Moors” in Partridge, Christopher H. UFO Religions 2003
- “The Ansaru Allah Community” also called “The Nubian Islamic Hebrews” [72]
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Results from FactBites:
Nuwaubianism: Information from Answers.com

1. Nuwaubianism is a term used to describe the various doctrines and practices of Malachi Z. York and his followers, though it is not a term that they use themselves.

2. Nuwaubianism is an esoteric cosmology, a collection of religious teachings, a group of religious, tribal, and fraternal organizations, and a set of cultural practices that is multifaceted and ever-changing.

3. Nuwaubians believe that miscegenation is causing a new race to develop, the “Neutranoids,” who are of no discernable distinct race and are being encouraged and exploited by sinister forces who are against “right racism” and humanity’s natural diversity.

Who Are The Nuwaubians? (688 words)

4. Nuwaubians are people, male and female, worldwide, of diverse ethnic backgrounds, races, and religions that come together and agree in the search for facts on issues that affect humanity.

5. A Nuwaubian is not gullible and does not easily accept and statement, belief, assertion or assumption that to him is lacking in proof and/or is unreasonable in the light of his own experiences.

6. A Nuwaubian is eager, optimistic, aggressive, energetic and not selfish for the best interest of all families and his or her own family.
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